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The. paper deals with tournaments (1i.e., with trichotomic relations) and theis homo- 
morphisms. The study of tournaments by means of their homomarphisms ig natured as 
tourmanents are algebras of a special kind. We prove (1) theore.ms which rei,,te cora- 
binat¢,rial at~l algebraic notions {e.g., the score of a tournament and the monoid of its; 
endomorphisms); (2) theorems concerneA with strictly algebraic aspects of tournaments 
(e.g., characterizing the lattice of congruences of a tournament) Our main result is that 
the group of automorphisms and the la~ttJce of congruences cf a tournament are in gen- 
eral i~dependent. In the last p~rt of ~.rte paper we give some examples and application,; to 
other fields. 
O, Introduction 
The program of systematic study of ~ algebraic prope~rties of graphs 
and relatians in general was c~,rcied out by K. ~ullk, G. Sabidussi, 
Z. Hedrlfi~ and A. Pultr. While this approach led undo~abtedly to success 
in applications of graph theory to various branches of mathematics ( ee 
[ 5 l), within graph theory itself the role of this appro~.ch is still debatable 
and argunlents can be given to support both sides. Certainly, tl~ere are 
part~s of g~raph theory where the study of properties of graphs by means 
of homonlor[,hisnls between th,em is generally known (e.g., chromatic 
numbers "rod polynomials). But this being more the exception than the 
rule, it is not very surprising that there are graphs - naa~ely tourna- 
ments - which are basically the same as algebras of a ~ertain kind, but 
which have not yet been studie.J from this point of vit,,w. As far as we 
know, [ i ] is the only paper de~ding with the subject, apart from the 
work done on automorphism groups of tournaments, ee [8]. In 1965, 
* Thi~ paper contains ome of the results ,3btaha~cl in the seminar on graph ~:heory 1970-71 at 
Ch~trle~ UvJversity, Prague, under the gu ktance of Z. Hedrl~n and the second author. 
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Z. Hedrlh obselved that a tournament ~r= (T. t) can be made into an 
algebra A ~ = ~ T. • ) by defining x. y -- y .  x -- x ,* (x. y) ¢ t. This co l  
~or~dence  between the class of oU tournaments and the class of all 
commutative ~oupoids (X,-) satisfying x. y ¢ {x, y} for all x, y ¢ X, is 
dearly a bijectio~. A moment of reflection is enough to check that the 
tournarnent-homomorphisms and the algebraic homo~mrphisms are also 
in 1-1 correspondence and actually coincide. It is the aim of this paper 
to go on in this directio~ and to study tournaments ~n eua algebraic way 
(Le., b~ means of homomorphisms between them). 
The paper is divided into fi~e parts. In Section 1 we ,;tate the basic 
definitio:n,s and theorems or, the structure of homomorphisms and con- 
grae~.ce.g of tournamentg ',¢e relate them to some of the known results. 
|n $:cti~m 2 we prove ~. theorem which slmws the independence of the 
degree S~xluence (score ~'ector) and the endomorphisms of tournaments; 
u~deed, we prove that given a gtiong tournament there is a tournament 
with the same degree sequence very endomorphism of which is either 
a co:mt~t or an automorphism: these tournaments are called simple. 
We also ~'tow that the absence of non-~trivial u~omorphisms ay be 
foxced b~ ~' the degree sequence, and we discuss this in detail in Section 5, 
where the corre ponding characterization theorems are proved. In 
Section 3 we characterize all finite lattices which ate isomorphic to the 
htfice of all congruences of a ~ournament; such lattices we call admis- 
~ble. Investigating the simp!~ Iournaments in Section 4 we are able to 
pro~ e: 
~n Thearera. Let L be an admissible lattice, G an odd group. Then 
there exists a tournament 9'~ruch that 
( ! } the group of  all automorphisms of 9, is isomorphic to G; 
(2) the krttice o f  all congruences o f  ~Tis lattice-isomorphic ,o L. 
A few applications, remarks and open problems conclude the paper. 
Those not interested in tournaments can read only this last paragraph. 
~at  ate the advantages of this approach? Tournament-homomor- 
phons, are s~:rongly related to the inner structure of hhe underlyit,g 
tournaments. Shuce every su'jective homomorplfism is a retraction, the 
of a homomorphism permits the reduction of a tournament to 
~ohher, ho~ffulily simpler one. At any rate, we decrease the number of 
vert~es~ This ~ often done intuitively in practive (blocks of a league, 
~a l I  ~oups in sociology,, On the other hand, a homomorphism con- 
~t~tes  in i t~f  a type of lexicographic decomposition of a tournament. 
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It is possible to say that the cyclic decomposition of non-strong tour- 
naments and the simple decomposition of strong tournaments a~re the 
two tools for reduction of tournaments. The formulas in Section 5 can 
then be regarded as giving the number of essentially different non-iso- 
mo~ghic tournaments with n vertices. 
Our Main Theorem gives a sharpening of a result of Moon | 8 ] on the 
automorphism group of a tournament. On the other hand, it is an ex- 
ample of a type of theorem considered in universal algebra. Only re- 
cently, Lampe [71 proved that for universal algebras the congruence 
lattice and the group of automorphisms are independent. This is very 
difficult even in the class of all universal algebras, and Lampe proved iit 
using m~nly unary operations. For a restricted class of tou~ aments 
and the corresponding algebras our theorem gives the best rermlt. All if:he 
tou~'naments considered here are finite, although many of the results 
can easily be generalized to the infinite case. 
Fr.emark: Recently, simple 1tournaments were studied in a different 
context by ErdOs, Fried, Hajnal, Milner and Moon [ 2]. One of their 
main theorems states that (with one exception) every tournament cjcan 
be extended to a simple tot.~Lament d by adding one vertex only. 
~e  authors are indebted to Prof. G. Sabidussi for valuable suggest:irons 
during the final preparation of this paper. 
I. Basic def'mitions and properties 
A tournament 9' = (T, t) is a finite set T with a rdation t c T x T 
which is reflexive and satisfie:~ (x, y) ~ t ,* (y, x) ~ t for any two distinct 
vertices x, y of T. 
Let 9"= (T, t) and ~= (5, s) be tournaments. A mappingf : 7'-* S i,; 
called a homomorphism if (f(x), f (y))  ~ s whenever (x, y) ~ t. In an 
obvious sense we use the terms endomorphism, automorphtsm, isomor- 
phism. Denote the set of all homomorphisms from 7 into ~ by H(ff,~3). 
We put H(9,) = H(9,, ?r). This is obviously a monoid under composition 
of mappings. We denote by A (9,) the group-part of H(9,) which consists 
exactly of all l -  l homomorphisms (a~ T is finite). 
If a tournament ~Ji:~ a subtoumament of 9,, we write 8 < ft. Since 
every constant mappL~tg is a homomo~hism we have H( 9,, d ) #: ¢ for 
any two tournaments. There are tournaments for which the constants 
are the olll. endomorphisms (see Section 2 and [ 1 ]). On the other 
hand, i f f~  H(9,, d) and fis, onto, then cJ can be regarded a~ a sub'tour- 
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n~ent  of 9, (it ~s enough to take any set M of representatives of the 
family { f - l (x ) :  x E S}, and to show tlaat the subtournamet;t of 7 gen- 
erated by M is isomorphic to S). Consequently, we have that every epi- 
morphism is a retraction (see. [61). We ~hall use the notation c3"lg for the 
~btournament  generated by M, i.e., 5rlM = (M. t n M X M). 
The algebra A~r of a tournament 5r is the set T together with the binary 
operation on T defined by x- y = y-  x = x iff (x, y) ~'~ t. We state explic- 
itly: 
Proposition I 
into A~. 
• fE  H(~',S)  i f f f  is an algebraic homomorphism from A~ 
Hence from the homomorphical point of view we can regard a tour- 
namen~t either as a relation or as an algebra; we shall frequently make use 
of thi,; possibility, in particular, an equivalence ~on the set T is a con- 
gruenc,~, on a tournar~lent 9'iff (x, y) ~ t ~ (x'. y) ~ t whenever x r/x'. 
~not :e  by cj/~ the factor tournament under the congruence r/. Every set 
~x]  = {y :xr ly}  is called a congruence class. Denote by (E(~7), ^ , v) 
the la~ttice of all cong1,,uences of c3". The following is, of course, true for 
the concurrence lattice of any algebra: 
Jposition 2. Let rll, ~72 be congruences on ~7. Then rll ^ ~12 is the inter- 
~:ect~n o f  rll and r12 ; fix v~12 i~ the smallest equivalence containing Ol 
aud 172. 
We lis, some other simple properties. 
~t ion  3. Let 5r be a tournament, M and N congruence classes o f  9. 
~en the following holds: 
(1) (x,y)  E t i f f  (x',. y ' )E  t forany x ,x '  EM, y, y 'E  N; 
(2) M n N ~ 0 °* M u N is a congruence class. 
Tournaments with the simplest congruence lattice are of a special im- 
portance: A tournament ,~r is called simple if E(~7) = { 0, 1). Clearly, for 
a simple tournament the only congruences are T 2 and A r (the diag;onal 
on T).  
Proposition 4~. Let ~7 be a tournament. Then the/bliowing stateme~,zts are 
equivalent: 
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( II ) ~ is simple. 
(2) IH(ff, 3)t = ISI for  every c5 = '~. s)i~ ~7. 
(3) For an); proper subset M o f  T there exists z E 7 ..... M such that 
neither ( z } x M C_ t nor M × { z) C ~t. 
A sequence (x 1 ..... x n ) of vertices of -7 is called a cycle in cy if 
(xi, x i+ l )E  t, i = '1, . . . ,n -  1, and (x , ,x l )~  t. l f  T = {x I ..... x n ) and 
(x I ..... x n ) is a cycle in -7, then 57 is called a strong tournament provided 
that if" has at least two vertices. 
Proposition 5. Let ~ be a ;ournament. Then there exists a simple tour- 
nament cl with at least two vertices which is a ltomG, morphic image o f  
-7. ci is unique up to isomorphism. I f  -7 is a strong tournament, then 
there exists a unique' congruence ~on -7 such that c"/r I = c5. 
Proof. If 7 is not a strong tournament, hen c5 = ((0, 1 }, <). Let -7 be a 
strong tournament. Let 
r/= V {r/i: r/iE E(7)., r/i ~: T2}. 
We claim *7 ~: T 2. Suppose the contrary, then for any two distinct 
points x, y there are congruence classes Ml  ..... M n such that x E Ml,  
y E M n and M i n Mi+l * 0, i = i, ..., a - 1. It is easy to see that this 
yields a contradiction. -7/r/is a simple tournament as every congruence 
e on ~/r/ induces a congruence ol~. -7. Clearly, if' -7/r/~ -7/r/', then 
cJ/r/vr/' ~- c3'/r/, and hence rt --" r/' (again we have r/vr/' -# T2). 
The maxiraal non-trivial congruence on a strong tournament will be 
called the simple decomposit ion of a tournament. 
Proposit ion 6. Let  ,1 be a ¢'ongmence on -7 such that there is no con- 
gruence e with A T < e < ~ ( i.e,, rl is an atom o f  E(-7)~ Then 71 has only 
one congruence class contaimng at least two points, and this congruence 
class determines a simple sub, tournament of-7. 
Let us add one remark concerning our definition of homomorphiism. 
In [4] a hc rnomorphism is defi:~ed as a finite compos~,tion of "elementary" 
homomorpi~isms, where the latter arc those homomo,~phisms (according 
to our definition) which idenufy exactly two points. Of course, in the 
cage of  undirected graphs wlltich are finite (and only f:~r those) both 
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dei'mitions coincide. Bu~: for certain relations these two definitions do 
not coincide even in the finite case: every simple tournament with at 
least three points provides uch an example. 
Hmnomovphisms and cycles in tournaments 
Homomorphisms are related to the cycles in tournaments, it is easy 
to ~.~e tha: a tournament 9" is not strong iff there is a homomorphism 
from '7 onto 5r 2 (denote by ~n = (Tn, tn ) the natural ordering of the 
natural numbers 1~ ..., n). More generally the following hoids: 
~otimsition 7. 3. is a strong tournament iff f (5") is a strong tournament 
]'or some homomorphism f where f (V )  = ( f (T) ,  f2(t)) ~is the homo- 
~rph ic  image of 9". 
PrwJf. Iff(cJ) = d = (.q, s) is not strong, then 3. fails to be a strong tour- 
rament also. 
Let g be a homomorphism from ff or~to 9' 2, and suppose that f(3.) is 
a strong tournament. Put M = g- l ( l  ) mid N -g-1(2). Then f (M)n  f (N)  
0 for otherwise g can be factorized thro:lgh f, and f(3") is not strong. 
Let f (x)  = J'(y) ¢ f (M)  n / (N) .  Let (f(x),  f(z)) ~ s, f(z)  ~f (x) .  Then 
z E N, for otherwise f (x)  =: f(z). Similarly, ~,," ~ M for every ( f (y ' ) ,  f(x)) 
E s, j'(y)' ~ f(x). As f (~)  is strong this finishes the proof. 
Let d~ (x. 3.) be the cardinality of the s,~.t 
V-(x. 9')= (y: (x. y) ¢ t, x ,  y}. 
We put d*(x, 3") = I V*(x, ~')1, where 
g*(x. "7)= T-({x} u V-(x. 
Tournaments 5rand cl are said to be degree-equivalent if he sequences 
~d-(x..~): x ~ T) and (d-(x, d): x ¢ S) ccfincide (in a convenient enu- 
mer~ tion of the vertices). 
By the reversal theorem, see [ 8], two tournaments 3"and 03 are degree- 
equivMent iff if' can be transformed ~mto 6 by "chasing tri~mgles". Con- 
~u~mfly,  if 3" and d are degree-equivalent, then eirdaer both ~7 and d are 
strow~, or both 5 r and d fail to be strong, Thus together with Proposition 
7 we ~ave a restriction on the degrees of homomorphic mages of a tour- 
namenL In par~cula~, 
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{d-(~ i, 9') i 1, k} ,k • = . . . ,  =t2) ,  k< IT i ,  
iff there exist m < If(T)l, vertices yl .... , Ym off(9") such that 
191 
a-  = 
i=1 
Now we show that this restfiction on the degrees of a homomorphic 
image is best possible" 
Theorem I. Let  9, = (T, t) be e strong tournament,  I TI 4: 4. Then there 
exists a simple tournament  c~ = (T, s) such that 9, and c~ are degree-equb 
veh,nt. 
In the proof we elnploy the following notation: Let 9"= (T, t) be a 
tournament, let (a l, .... a k ) be a cycle in 9'. Denote by (a l, ..., a k )9" the 
tournament which arises from ~ by reversing all arrows in the cycle 
(a  1, . . . .  a k ), i.e., (a  1, . . . ,  a k )7  = (7", -i ), where 
t =(t \ ({(a i ,  a i . l ) :  i = 1, ...,/~ - 1} u {(a k, a I )})) 
U {(ai+l, a i ) : i=  l , . . . , k -  1} U {(al, ak)}. 
F~roof. The case 17'1 = 3 can be handled easily. 
Let ITI = 5 and let 7/be the simple decomposition of 9. If 7 fails to 
be simple, then necessarily 19'/r/I = 3, and we may suppose that one of 
the following possibilities occurs: 
(i) ,3 = { { 1, 2, 3}, {4}, { 5}), 
(ii) r/= { { 1, 2), {3, 4}, { 5}}. 
Ia case (i), it may be further assumed that 
{(5,1) , (1 ,4) , (4 ,5)}c t and {(1,2),(2,3)}c: t .  
But then (2, 4, 5)9' is fimple. In case (ii), we may assume that 
{(5, 1 ), ( 1, 3), (3, 5), ( 1, 2), (3.4)} c t, 
and thcn (2, 4, 5) ~ is simple. 
For 171 ;~ 5 the statement wilii be proved by induction on ITt. 
L~t IT! = k + I. As 9' is strong, there exists a ~ T such Lhat 9,1t-(a} is 
agama strong tournament. By the induction hypothesis there exists a 
tournament eJ= (T -  (a},s) which is degree-equivalent to 71r_ {a~ Put 
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t' =su  ({a} X Tn  t )u (Tx  (a} n t), 
Ithen the tournament cj, = (T. t') is obviously degree-equivalent to ~7. If 
7 '  is simple, the statement follows. If 9" is not simple, let r/be the 
:fim#e decomposition. But then necessarily r/= A r u {a, b), where we 
can assume (a, b) E.:. t'. As o3 is a strong tournament there are vertices 
~.. d ~ T {a, b} ,,u~ch that 
{(d. a), (d, b), (a, c), (b, c), (c, d)} c t'. 
Pat ~ = (a, c, d)~'  and 9"b = (b, c, d)~7 '. Then the following statements 
hold, 
l ) There is no no:n-trivial ~ ~ El9'  a) 07 ~ E(Srb), respectively) such 
l~at ~ n {a. c. d} 2 CA r (r /n {b. c. d} 2 ~ AT, respectively). 
(2} If K is a congwence class of 57a( Sr b , respectively), containing a
(b, respectively), then IKI < 2. 
(3) !f K l .~ K 2 are non-trivia! congruence classes of 5r a ( 5r b , respec- 
t~elyj,  then there does not hold" 
(DcE  K l, dE  K~.: 
(ii} a E K l , c ~_ K 2 (b E K 1. d ~ K x, respectively). 
(4} If K i is a non-trivial congruence class of 5r a ( 5r b , respectively), 
~nd either d ~ K l or c E K 1, then aLso b E K 1 (a E K~). 
If e ider  cJ a or cJ b is simple, the statement follows If both !7 a and 9"b 
are not simple, let ~/a (r/b, respectively) be the simple, decomposition of 
~.7, ( 7/,, respectively). 
By (1)-(4) ,  the list of all possibilities for r/a and r/b is then as follows 
(where e is an element distinct from a, b, c, d): 
[a: r/a = 
Ila: r/a = 
IIla: % = 
IVa: rla = 
I~ j r~  
A r tJ (b, d}2,  Ib: 
A T u {b. d}2 u {a, e}2, llb: 
A : ruK×K,  IK I~3,  IiIb: 
Kc  T -{a ,c} ,  
A TuK× Ku{a,e}2 ,  IVb: 
[KI .>t 3, K c T - (a ,  c, e}, 
A T 'o {a, e} 2, Vb: 
7/b = Ar  u {a. c} 2, 
r/b = Ar  u {a, c} 2 u {b, e}2, 
r/b =Aru  L X L, ILI;~ 3, 
Lc  T -{b ,d} ,  
,7 b = A r=L  × L u {b,e}Z, 
[LI ;~ 3, L c T-(b, d, e}, 
rib = Ar  u {b. e} 2 . 
We prove that one of 1Lhe cases Va, Vb must occur, and that either 
of them implies that 9" can be re~rsed in a simple tournament. For 
e×ample, consider the case Va: either (c, e, a, d) or (c, a, e, d) is a cycle 
ir~ ~7~. Put (c, a, e, d) 3" a = 9"a. Suppose by way of contradiction that 
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7~ is not simple. Let K, I KI ~ 2, be a congruence class of cy~. Then 
(i) ~7'al{a,b,c,a,e ) is simple: 
(ii) I K r t {a, c, d, e}l < I, b ¢~ K; 
(iii) a ¢~ K. 
The proof of (i) is a matter of routine. To establish the other ~v¢o claims 
it is enough to prove the impossibility of K n {c, d, e} ~ O. Choose 
f~. K -  (a, b, c, d, e} (recall that ITI > 5). Then either ((f, a), (,,5 b)} 
c: t: or {(~i, f ) ,  (b, f)} ~ t:, and also either {(f, a), ( f  e)} c_. ta or 
{(a. f ) ,  (e, f)} ~ t~ which is a contradiction with K n {e, c, d} ~ 0. 
Clearly alamo 
(iv) ]KI = 2. 
Since (f, b, c) is a cycle, it is enough to prove that (f, b, c)~7' a is 
simple. But this is now routine as every congruence class would contain 
f as well as some of the points a, b, c, d, e, but between these points we 
have constructed enough 3-cycles. The case Vb can be hanoled wm- 
metrically. 
Now we prove that the only possible cases are Va and Vb. A~. the si- 
tuation is sy~rnmetrical in a and b it suffices to prove the impossibility 
of the joint cases 
(1) la~tnd Ib, 
(4) la and IVb, 
(7) lla ~tnd IVb, 
(10) IVa and IVb. 
(2) laand lib, (3) laand lllb, 
(5) lla and lib, (6) lla and lllb,, 
(8) Ilia and lllb, (9) Ilia and IVb, 
The cases (1), (2), ..., (7) are almost self-evident. 
Case (8): ]if follows easily that K - (b, d} = L - {a, c}, and conse- 
quently K = (e) by the simplicity of d. Let f ~ T - (a, b, c, ~L e). Then 
(f, b) ~ t a implies (f, a) ~ t a, and c(msequently (f~ x) ~ t a for every 
x ~ {a, b, c, a~. e}. This is a contradiction. 
Case (9): Again K -  (b, d) = L - (a, c) :: (I3. Then (f, e) ~ t,!~, hence 
(f, d)  ~ t a, and this is a contradictio~l. ~ 10) may be proved in the same 
way. This finally proves Theorem 1. 
According to Theorem 1 there are many simple tournaments and 
their number on a set of card'~naliVi k is increasing with k. But i,n this 
respect Theorem 1 is not of much use, for it can be shown much more 
easily that limn_, ®S(n) /T(n)  = 1, where S(n)  is the number of non- 
iso~rnorphic ,~imple tournaments a~ T(n) the total number of non-iso- 
morphic tournaments on a set with n points (see Section 5). 
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Theorem I can be used for the construction of rigid tournaments. A 
tournam~mt is said to be r(tcid if the .constants. and the identity mapping 
~¢ its only endomorphisms. It is proved in [ l ] that on ew~ry set M, 
~Mt > 4, fltere exists a rigid tournament. Since there exists a degree se- 
quence d1, ...., d n of a strong tournament such that every tournament '7 
wittq the same degree sequence possesses no non-identity ~mtomorphism 
(,one inch sequence is 2, 2,, 3, 4, ..., n-2,  where n > 4), we: get as a corol- 
lary the result of [ l ]. See Section 5 for further esults in this direction. 
There we characterize those degree sequences which simultaneously 
force simplici~ and the identity as the only aut6morphism. 
If a tournament fails to be ~trong, then the simple decomposition its
not unique. Tlnere is another natural ~'reduction" - into cyclic: parts. 
Th~ may be formulated as follows (see [8]): 
Proposition 8. Let ~7 be a non-strong tournament. Let f be a homomor- 
ph~m from 5' onto ~n such that there is no homomorphism from c.r 
omo 5' m for any m > n. Then f Ls determined uniquely, and 5"if-t(~c) is 
a strong tournament for every x c tim. 
~e partition { f -1  (x): 1 < x ,~ n} is called the cyclic decomposition 
of ~7. Of course, the cyclic decomposition of a tournament 9':is a con- 
~ue:lce, but it is not a maximM one (with the exception of cyclic de- 
compositions with exactly two elements). 
3. ~aracterization of the lattice of '.all congruences of a tournament 
Let (L, ^, v) b~- a finite lattice. Denote by I(L) the set of all join- 
irreducible elements of L (i.e., the set of all the elements x ~ L for which 
x ~ M{y" y < x } ; as usual, we take the least element o:f L as the join of 
~ne empty se:). Consider the set I(L) ~ndowed with th,~. partial ordering 
reduced by L. Den6te I(E(~7)) by 1(-7) for a tournameat 7. We shall split 
the proof of the main theorem of this paragraph into two parts: 
A: The characterization fl(Sr); 
[~: The characterization f I(if) in E(fir). 
A: [(~7) 
FirsL we list a few lemmas which will be needed in ttle sequ~:;l. 
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Lemma 1. Let  7 = ( T, ~') b,e a tournament, .lI c_c_ T. Then )14 n A is a con- 
gruence class in 71M for  any congruence c:ass N o f  9". 
Lemma 2. Let  7 = (T, t) be a tournament, let U c_ T be a cong; uence 
class in 5". Then any congruence class V o f  5"1 v is also a congr',ence 
class in ~. 
l .emma 3. Let  5"= (7, t) be a tournament, let M, N be congruence classes 
o f  5" such ttlat M - N ~ O, N - M ~ ¢, and M n N ~ ~. Then the tour- 
ttament 5"Ira is not strong. 
Proof. Choose x ~ M - N. y ~ M n N, z E N - M, and suppose, for ex- 
ample, (x, y )E  t. I 'hen (x, z) E t and (x'. z) E t for any x' E M - N, and 
consequently (x', ~") E t for any x' E M - N and y' E M n N. 
l ,emma 4. Let  9" :.... (T, t) be a tournar, tent whose c)'cle decomposit ion 
contains ex~ctly two strong tournaments C 1 , C 2. Let M be a congru- 
ence class such th,~zt M n C i ~ O, i = 1, 2. Then M =" T. 
Proof. We proof M ~ C l . Suppose that, on the contrary, C 1 - M ~ 0. As 
C 1 is a congruence class, it follows by Lemma 3 that C l is not strong. 
Since T = C ! u C2., we have M = T. 
Proposition 9. Let ~'= (T, t) be a tournament. Then the fol lowing two 
stateme~:ts ~re auwalent: 
( 1 ) p E" 1 t 7);  
(2) p = K X K u A r for  a set K ~ T, IKI ~ 2, and the cycle decom. 
position o f  7Ix has at most  two elements. 
Proof. (1) = (2) .  
(~t) p has only one non-trivial congruence class, for otherwise:, 
= {K; x g~ u Ar :~ = I, ..., k}, 
where K i, ? ': 1, ..., k, k ;~ 2, are congruence classes o fp  
(b) If t- h~s only one non-trivial congruence cla:,s K, and gig" laas the 
cycle decomposit ion C l, .... Ct: for a k ~ 3, then we get again a contra- 
diction with the irreducibility 
,o := [(C~ u C2) 2 u Ar lv  [(C2 u C3 u ... ~ Ck) 2 u Ar]  • 
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(2)~ (1). 
(a) Fir:a, suppo:~e tL~t °-7ix is a strong tournament. Then 
V{o~ E¢'7) oI:~Kx Ku  At,} =r /u  Ar ¢ K x Ku  A r , 
where r/is the ma~:;imal congruence on the tournament  rlK. 
(b) ~condly,  suppose the cyclic decomposition of 9"ix contains ex- 
actly two, strong tournaments C 1 and C:2. But then 
V{o ~//"(7):  o ~ K :~: K u A r } = C] x C]t u C2 x C 2 u A r ~ p 
( :~  Lemma 4). 
[:~finition. Let O = (X, <) be a partial ordering. Define n(O) = (X, n(<)) 
by (x. y) ~ n(<) iff x < y, and there exists no z ~ X such that x < z < y 
(ii.e°, iffy covers X],. We put (x, y) ~ n(sr) if x, y ~ I(9') and (x, y)  ~ n(O) 
f~  ~e partial ordering O = (I(9'), :3). 
~red 5, Given a ilournament 9"= (T, t), let M, N, P, ~ 1(93 be mutually 
distinct (this is to be understood in the sense that M, N, P are strong con- 
geuence c~asses corresponding to three irreducible congruences o f  9", see 
,~oposiaon 9) and suppose that (M, P) ~ n(57) and (N, P) ~ n(~r). 7hen 
!M u ~t l~as the cycle decomposition C 1, C 2, C 3 , where C 2 ": P, 
C t u C~ "'- M and (-2 u C 3 = IV. 
Roof. it follows from the definition that M n N ")- P ~-~ 0 and M ~ N, 
N ~ M. It follow:~ from Lemma 3 that 5rim is not a strong tournament, 
and since M is an in'educible congruence class, the cyclic decomposition 
of film consists of exactly two part2; Ci, C~. Similarly, one can prove 
that hhe cyclic decomposition of 5rlN has precisely two parts C ii and C~. 
R follows by Lemma 4 that we may assume P n ,C~--" 0, and he,ce 
P ~ C~; similarly, we may take P c.: C~. Hence C~ is an irreducible con- 
~e~e e!a~, M __D C'~ ..:'2_ P a.nd (M, P) ~ n(9'), so that C~ = P. It follows 
~r~ e  ~e way th~l~ C~ = P. The rest of the statement is clear. 
Quit~', an~dogously one can prove: 
~ma 6. Let M, N ~ I( 9"), M-  N #. ~ 4: N -  M, M n N ~ ~ Then 
5'IM×, v ~ the cycle decomposition C l, C 2, C 3 , and M = (71 u C 2, 
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Let 0 = (X, ~)  be a partially ordered set. Put 
max(O) = {y  ~ X: y < x ~, x = y},  
max- l (O)  = {y E X: y < x =, x ~ m~x(O)} - max(O) .  
We can now prove" 
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Theorem A. Let 0 = (X. ~ ) be a partially ordered set. Then 0 is iso.. 
morphic to (I(~7), ~)  for a tournament 5r iff 
(A I )  n(O) does not contain the following subgraphs" 
• • • • • • • • • • 0 6 
Y ,, v V 
a b c d e 
for ew;ry n > 1 (arrows lead from smaller to bigger elements). 
(A2) The parthtl ordering induced on max(O)  u max- l (O)  by < is 
i~morphic either to the graph T n or to a graph which arises f~om it by 
deletion of  some of  the lower vertices. 
• • 6 Q • 
~. ,,,  , ~ -- , , ,  l 
n>.l 
TI~ 
q, 
Proof. I. Necessity: 
( l .a )  Let 9"= (T, t) be a tournament  such that there are 
M, N, P, Q ~ 1(9") with (M, Q) ~ n(7) ,  (N, Q) (- n(9'), (.P, (i') c ,~C7). Ac- 
cording to Lemrna 5 there are strong subtournaments  C, C l, C 2, C 3 
such that Q = C, M = C u C' 1 , N = C u Cz, P = C u C s . Ct;oose x ~_ C 
xi~-C i, i=  1, 2, 3. But then (x l ,x )~ t implie~(x, x2)=-- t and 
(x, x 3 ) ~ t, which is a contradict ion again,st Lemma 5 used fox' the ~riple 
N,P ,O.  
( l .b )  Let -7 = (T, t) be a tc,urnament which violates ( 1.a): there ~.re 
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P, Q. R, M, /~: E /(c/) such that {(/~ M), (Q,M), (R.M),  (R. N)} c: n("3"). 
By Lemma 5, there are strong subtournaments C l . C2, Ca such that 
M = C t ,o C2~ N = C 2 0 C 3 and R = ,C 2 , and these unions are cyclic de- 
compofitions. We prove P c.C. C' l; according to the definition of n(~'), it 
is impossiMe that P c. C2" But if P n C i ~ 0, i = 1, 2, then by Lemma 4, 
P = M. Henc¢: necessarily P c__ Cl. As C 1 determines an irreducible con- 
gruertce, we have P = C 1 by the definition of n(CJ). Quite analogously it
c~ be pro'¥ed that Q = C 1 = P. This is a contradiction. 
( l .c)  D;,t $;':- (T. t) be again a tournament with the following proper.. 
t~:s: there art: M, N, O, P, Q ~ I('-7) such that {(M, P), (N, P), (O, Q), 
(P, Q)} c n(sr}. Using Lemma 5 for the triple M, N, P, we get that Tie Js 
a strong tournament, while by applying the same lemma to the triple O, 
P. Q we obtain that 71t, fails to be a strong tournament, a contradiction. 
( l .d)  Let 5 r:= (T. t) be a tournament with irreducible congruences 
P, M 1 . M.,,. N l . N 2 such that {(M1,P)~ (NI ,P) ,  (M 2, MI), (N'2, N1)} c n(7). 
By ~mma 5, t~ere are strong subtournaments C1, C2, C3 such that 
NI = C~ U C 2, M 1 = C 2 ,o C:~, P := C 2 . We prove N 2 t'~ C 3 4: 0. Assume 
N2 ¢~ C3 = 0. [:ix x 3 E (7 3, x E N 2, let e.g. (x, x 3) E t. By Lemma 2, C 3 
is a congruence cla.cs in 5r and 'laence (x', x 3) ~ t for every x' ~ N 2 . 
~n(~se  Yl E C l , v 2 E C2, Y3 (i!" N 2 - N l arbitrarily. AsM l , N l are con- 
~ence  classes, (Y3, x3)~ t, we get (Y3, Yl) e t and (Y3, Y2) e t. Cor).- 
sequenfly, (Yl. v2) ~ t. As y~, Y2, Y3 were arbitrarily chosen, ~3't~v~ f:tas 
at least three components in ~ts cyclic decomposition, viz., C 2, Ct, 
N 2 -N1 .  This i:; a contradiction (Proposition 9). 
(P, Q)} c n ( ) .  U,dng Lemma 5 for the triple M, N, P, we ge that T e 
is a strong tournament, While by applying the same lemma to the triple 
O, P, Q we obtain that T e fails to be a strong tournament, a contradic- 
~on. 
(N2. Kl)~- n(~r), 
(K i. Ki+~) E n(Sr), i = 1, ..., k - 1, 
(Kk. Mi)~! n (~) .  
"Flaen n:.~cessarfly Kg = M 2 (by (l.c)), hence M 2 K N 2 . Using: the same 
,~rgument for M 2. C l , 'we get M 2 c__ N2 ' a contradiction. 
( l .e) Let of= (T, t) be a tournament which violates (l .e): there are 
M i, ..., M n ~d N l, ..,, N n E I (T )  such that (M i, N i) E It(5') and 
(M~ ÷l, ~i)  ~ -1(7) for i = 1, ..., n, n ;~ 2 (the subscripts are taken mod n). 
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By a ,~,ubsequent application of Lemma 5, we get that there are strong 
subtournaments C l ..... Cn such that N i = C i and Mi+ l = Ci ~'~ Ci +1, 
i = 1, ..., n, and these unions are the cycle decompositions ~:~f M~. Choose 
x i E C' i, i "" I, ..., n, and ~et (xl, x2) E t. AsM 3, . . . ,M n are cor, gruence 
classes, we get (x 1, xi) ~- t, i = 2, ..., n. But by Lemma 5, we have 
{(x2, x~) , (xa ,x4)  ' ..., (Xn, X~ )) c_. t, a contradiction. 
(2) Let I max(l(Sr), 2)1 ;~ 2. Then T 2 ~ 1(cJ), and hence 7 is not a 
strong tournament. Let C~ .... , Cn be the cycle decomposil:ion of -7. 
Then 
{C i u Ci+ 1 : i = I, ..., n - 1} = max(l(~?), 2 ) ,  
{Ci: i = 1, ..., n, If i l  ~ 2} = max- l ( l ( -7 ) ,  ~) .  
Hence we obtain condition (A2) (here we delete a vertex in max1( l (~r) ,  
) whenever Ci is the trivial tournament). 
II. Sufficiency: 
Let O = (X, ~)  be a partial ordering satisfyiw, (A i), (A2L 
G l = max(O) ,  G~ = max- l (O) , ,  
G i = x~X-  
' - '  } 
U Gj" there exists 3' ~ Gi-1 and ( v, x )~ n(O) 
]=1 
! 
k(O) = max {i: G t #: 0} .  
We prove tile statement by induction on k(O). 
If k(O) = 1, then O .-, ( I (~) ,  2 )  for the tournament -7 = (T, t), where 
ITI = IG l II + I, and t is a chain on T. I f  IG~I = II, then also very Smll~,le 
tournament represents O. 
Supposing that the statement holds for every O with k(O) ~ k - i, 
we prove it for k. ! 
(a) Let: IGll = 1. Define the relation e on G 2 by: (x, y)  ~ e ¢, there 
exists z ~ G 3 , (x, z )E  n(O) and (y ,z )~ n(O). Let ~ be the sraallest 
equivalence on G 2 containing e, and [x l lthe ~-equivalence lass con- 
tainin g x. Pu t 
[.~l '- {Y e X: z >i y for some z ~_ [xl}. 
Then every partial ordering ([g],;~) satisfies conditions (AI) ,  (A2), and 
as k([.~],~) ~'~ k - 1, there exists a tournament 5fix I such that I( 5r[~ l, 2 )  
.-, ([.~],~). t~et [G2/~J  = n. Let 6= (S. s)l:ae a simple tournament with 
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mo~: than n vertices. Let O'G.,~I~ ~ S be one-one. Put 
T = O{Tix i" x E G 2 F o S--  ¢(G21~). 
~f ine  the relation t on T: (x, y)~- t iff either (x, y)  ~ tlz i for some 
C Z~ ~2' 
o Jr 
xe  T|z], y ~-'! TI,, !, [zl ~: [u] and ( [zl, Iul)e: s, 
x~:_Tiz I, y~S-- #~(G 2/{I and (~[z], y) E s, 
x, .V ~ S -¢ , (G  2/~) and (x. y )~ s. 
It is e~y to prove that (l('Y), _~) ,-, 6' and 5 r= (T, t) is a strong tourna- 
K~;I I 1[,. 
(b) Let IGtl > 1. Take x..v e: G 2, x :# y. Then {x} 0 { y} = ¢. By in- 
duction hypothesis there are strong tournaments 7 x, x ~ G2, such that 
l (~Yx ,~ ({2},~). Let A be aset  d'z~joint from G 2, IAI = IGll + 1 -  IG21. 
Far a 6 A lelr cY a be the trivial one-poiint ournament. Choose a total 
oaler < of G e 0 A, and deflate the tournament 9"= (T, t) with 
T = U~Tx: x ~_ G 2 0 A} by :etting (x, y )~ t i f f  either x, y ~ Tz and 
(x, or) ~ t z or x ~ T a. ), ~ 1~ and a < ,5. It follows again easily that there 
e×~ts an ordering < such that (I(9"), ;;,) ,-~ O (see the proof of the neces- 
sity of ,f A2)). 
As a eon~quence of the abc~ve proof we obtain: 
Corol~'T.  9" is not  a strong tournament i f Imax(O)l :~ 2. '3" is a strong 
tournament i / Imax(O)l = I and Imax 'l(O)l > 2. I f lmax(O)t  = I and 
Imax-l(O)l < 2, ~hen 9" can be chose~l both strong or not strong. 
B: E(TJ. 
$ir~c¢ all the lattices considered here are finite, the following lemma 
is well known: 
~, r~a 7. x = V{y ~ I(V): y < x} fo:  evcry x ~ E(~7). 
~ma 8. Let 5r = (T, t )be  a tournaviT,ent, p, Pi, P2, ..., Pk ~ 1(9"). f f  
V~TP~" i = l, ..., k} "~ p, t,~ere x,~sts art i sz~ch ,~hat p~ ~= p. 
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Proof. By way of contradiction let us assume that Pi ~ P, i = t, ..., k, 
and thai: a = V{pi: i = I, ..., k} ~ p. Let p be determin(.:d by the congru- 
ence class K (Proposition 9)° We distinguiish two cases. 
(a) ~TIK is a strong tournament. Let r /be the simple decomposition 
of ~g.  Choose an i, 1 < i < k. Then Pi c,, K X K ~ r4,, and also 
p~ ~ K )< K u (T -  K) x (T -  K), for if there exists a congr~aence lass 
L of ~ with L n K :~ ~ and L - K ~ ¢ ~: K -  L, then 9"Ix is not a strong 
tournament by Lemma 3. Hence 
oK  r /o  (T -  K )× (T -K) ,  
and consequently, 
oK  KX Ku  A r , 
a contradiction. 
(b) Erlt c is not strong c,~d has the cyclic decomposition C 1, C2 with 
(xl, x :  i: ~ t for all x I E C l, x z ~ C z. As o ;) p, there are irreducible con- 
gruence classes (Proposition 9) K/, / = 1, ..., ~,, such that K l n C 1 :~ 0, 
K i n Kj+l ~= 0 , /= 1, ..., n -  1, and gn n C z :~ 0. We cant further assume 
that n i:g the ~a l les t  natural number with this property. By Lemma 6, 
there are disjoint strong subtournaments G, i = 3, ..., n + 1, such that 
KI = C). U C3 , Ki _ ~ = Ci U G + I , i = 3, ..., n, Kn = Cn + I o C!! . As Ci, 
i = 1, ..., n + 1, are irreducible congruence cla.~ses we bare a contradiction 
against 'Theorem A, (l.e). 
[,emma 9. Let  9"= (T, t) be a tournament, p E E(~7). Then the set M o f  
irreducible congruences satisfying 
(1) V(e: c ~M}=p,  
(2)e '  <e,  eEM~e'  ~M 
is uniquely determined, and3t  = {e ~ I(9"): e < p}. 
Thi:~i follows directly from Lemma 8. 
It is well known that the properties ~ven in [,emma 8 and Lemma 9 
are equftvalent to the distributivity of the lattice E(9"). Thus we finally 
have: 
"[heo)~ein 3o Let L be a J~nite lattice. Then the fol lowing two statements 
are equivalent: 
(!~) L ~ E(9") fo~ a tournament 9". 
(2) L is distributive and I(9") satisfies condit ions (A I )and  (A2)(Theo- 
rem A ). 
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~e finite dlistributive lattices at!sfving (A l)and (A2)will be called 
admissible. 
Retook. Condition (A2) shows that one cannot describe the class of all 
cong~mence l~tlttiices of tlournarnents by giving a list of forbidden ~iul>- 
~t tke~ 
4. Tc~u~m~t~ with given gr~:mp of automorphisms and given lattice 
of congruertces 
I.~ the proof of our main theorem the principal role is played by t~e 
following: 
~op~t ion  10. For any group G of odd order there exists a simple 
tour~ent  ~ such that A ('7) -~ G. 
W~ shill p~ove this using the classical Cayley technique, see e.g. [ 81. 
~t  G = {gl ..... gn} be tihte given odd group, and letH = {gl ..... g~) be 
a fix~:d minin~'q ~stera ,:rf generators of G. Furthermore, fix any total 
~der  < of 6. 
~f ine  a relational system ~ = (G; (Ri: i = 0, I, ..., k}) by 
Ri = {(g, gig): g E G} u {(g, g): g E G}, i = 1, ..., k ,  
Ro= {(g, h): g.-l h > h-lg} t3 {(g, g): g E E}. 
~en 
n 1¢,71= R inR  i=AG fo r i~ i ,  
U{Ri: ~f = I, ..., k} = G X G, 
c~,n easily ~ shown u~ing l~hat G is odd and the definitio, i of R i. 
Lemma IO. Denote by L~(~ ) the monoicl of all endomorphi~ms of the 
relational system ~ (i. e., the mappings G -, G preserving stmultaneously 
all the re~tions of ~ )o Then the grouiT-por', of H(~)/s isomorphic to G. 
and the only endomorpA~isms which ar~ not au:omorphisms are constants. 
Roof° ~e statement about automorphisms is proved in [ 8]. 
~t  F be ~Ln endomorphism of §' for which F(G) 4: G. We show that 
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if F is non-constant, hen it is one-one (land hence belongs to the group- 
part of H(q)) .  Suppose F(g)  = F(g ' )  ~- F(h) .  I f  (F(g),  F (h) )  ~ R i for 
some i > 0, then (g, h) ~ R i, (g', h) ~_ R i. Since each R i, i > O, is a one- 
one mapping G -~ G, we have g = g'. Similally, we can handle the case 
(F(h),  F (g ) )  E R i, i > 0, 
Since gl .... , g~: are generators, for every f~  G, F ( f )  ~ F(g) ,  there is 
a sequence gi(l), ..., gi(p) of elements of H with 
(g, gi(1)) E Rg(i) u Ri~), ..., (gi(p- I), gi(p)) E Ritp_l) t.; R~I_I), 
-1 
(g~p), I') ~ R~t m u Ritr) • 
This proves the lemma. 
Proof of  Proposition 1 0. Let G be an odd group. Let ff = (G; 
{Ri: i = 0, 1, ..., k}) be the relational system from Lemma 10. Let 
7 i = (T  i, ti), i = O, ..., k, be fixed rigid tournaments such that 21GI < I I]-I, 
and ITil < IT/i whenever i < 1. For each i = 0, ..., k, choese a ~ertex 
a i ~ 7 i. 
Defir.,e the tournament c~ = (S, s) as follows: 
S = G u (R  i X T i" i = 0, ..., k}, where R i = Ri \~.~i .  
For the definition of the relation s we consider five cases: 
(i) s l t ;~  = I,l{Ri: i = O, 1, ..., k}. 
(ii) a ~ Ri_x Ti, b ~ R l X T/, i 4:/, then (a, b) ~ s iff i < / .  
(iii) a, b ~ R i × 7']., a = ((x, y),  c). b = ((x', y ') ,  c'). Then a, b ~ s iff 
either x ¢ x', (x, x')~E s or x = x', y q: y',  (y, y ' )  ~. s or x = x', y = y', 
(c. c') ~ t i. 
(iv) a c G~b=((y ,z ) , c )~ Rt  × T,., a~ {y ,z} .  Then (a, b )~ s i f t  
either y = a, ,,: 4: a i or z = a, c = ai; (b. a )Es  iff e i thery = a, c = a i or 
z = a, c ~ a i. 
(v) a E G, b = (( y, z), c) E R i X T i, a q~ { y, z}. Then (a, b~, ~ s i f f  
(a, z ) . s  s. 
First, we I:,rove tlhat el is a simple tournament.  In the following, let 
M, with IMi i:> 1, be a congruence class on d, M ~ S. 
(1) IM n ((x, y) x Ti)l < 1 for e~ery i and (x, y) ~ s. For if 
IM n ((x, y)  × Ti)I > I, then M -.~ {(x, y) × Ti} u (x, y} as "Ye i~ shnple 
and because of (iv). Moreover~ there exists an a ~ (x', y')  × T in  (S\k'l); 
otherwise S = M. Now if there exis~:s ((x', y'),  b) ~ M, then 
(((x', y'), b)} = M n (x', y')  × T i , 
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~d we get a straightforward contradiction with (iii). Considering (iii), 
t(e, c), (d, e)}c s, (iv), lit is now easy to find that c, d, e ~ M such that ' ' 
a co~:tradictton. 
(2~ IM n G! < I. If x and y are two different elements ofM n G, then 
(V,¢) e:ther ((x, Y),ai) E M or ((y, x),a~) ~ M, and consequently 
(x. y) × T ic  M, which is impossible by (1). 
Le~ x ~ m o R i x ~, y E m ¢~ R i x Tt.: i ~ ]. Then it follows from (ii), 
(ifi) ~nd (1) that M = S. It is also easy to see that IM o R i X Tii < 1. The 
~r!aaining ca~ LM ~ G! = I, IM ~ ~i x 7"tl = 1 is also impossiible. Hence 
is ~t~ simple tournament. 
.~ condly, prove A (¢~) ~ G. Let f ~ a (6). By Lemma 10, it suffices 
to prover(G)= G and p{(.x,y) x T i ) - ' ( f (x ) , f (y ) )  × T i. 
,~~.  For every x ~ G and every i = 0, 1, ..., k, there exists x #: y ~ G 
~:h  that (y. x} ~ R i ((x, y )~ Ri, respectively). For i > 0, this is clear. 
For ~ = 0, note that since G is an odd group, x-ly :# y-Ix for any y ~ G, 
y ~,~ x. Hence ,either (x, y) ¢ R 0 or ( y, x) ~ R 0. This establishes the claim. 
Let a ~ R 0 X T 0. Then 
d*(a, c~) > tRo~ iT0! + tGI, 
while 
a"fb, d) > IR01 IT01 + tT~t 
for every b ~ R i X T i, i > 0. Taking a sufficiently large cj~ (see Section 
2). ~e have 
l'(Ro x To)¢ a u (Ro x To), 
L:t  a e x t, l tJ' : j x rp  ,- o u  :kj x all 
i < i. Then 
d÷(a,6) < jcj + Z~ [j~j x r A- i;. i} ,  
wlM|e 
a*{b. ~) > Z~ {f~ji Irma. i < k} + ITkl 
for every b ~- ~k X Tk, k > i. Thus, if ~e choose the cardin,'dities of T i 
appropriately, we may easily obtain 
f(.R,~. X T~,) c G u (ji~i X 7"/). 
M~eover,, f (G)  c G ao f(g)  E Ri x T i implies ( f(g),  ]'(a)) ~ s 
{{f,!a),f(g)) ~ s, respectively) for at least iTil vertices a from each 
C~:, y) x 7 i, j > i (i < / ,  respecti,eeiy) (see' (~J), (iv))° Further, 
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f ( (x,  y)  X T i) = (x'. y ' )  X T i as the tournament 6[s\a fails to be simple. 
From (iv) and (v)it is easy to prove that f ( (x .y )X  Ti)= ( f (x ) , f ( ) , ) )X  T i. 
'We now turn our a~Itention to the lattice of al~ congruences of a tour- 
nament. 
Proposition 11. Let L be an admissibt'e lattice. Then there exists a tour- 
namenz ~" such that E(9') ,,~ L and ,4 (9") = { 1 r }. 
In fact this fo~l.oxcs from the sufficie~.cy part of the proof of The- 
orenn A. There we; 1~ roved by induction the existence of a touxnament 9"
with E(C3 ") =, L for ~ given admissible lattice L. The induction step in- 
volves sufficiently large simple tournaments and orderings. There exist 
arbitrarily larg~ rigid tournaments (Section 2), and every ordering has 
the identity as its only automorphism. From this Proposition 1 i1 fol- 
lows. 
In the proof of our main theorem we make use of the fc,llowing 
"do~lbling" construction. Let ~7= (T, t) be a tournament. Denote by 
2~7 tlae tournament with vertex-set TX {0, l}, and with the figllowing 
set of arrows: 
{((x, i), (y, i)): i = 0, l, (x, y) E t} u (((x, l)o 0', 0)): x #: y } 
U {(Ix, 0), (x, 1)1~: x ~ T} . 
Proposition 12. L et G be an odd group. Then therE' exists a ,tournament 
such that 
(1) A(9') = A(:).9') G; 
(2) both c.T and 29" are simple tournaments. 
This follows from the construction of 29" and the proof of' Proposi- 
tion 10. It suffices to take in the proof of Proposition 10 simple tour- 
naments 9,i with a large number of 3-cycles (i.e., with homogeneous 
degree s,~quence). 
"l~eorena 4. Let L be an admissible lattice, G an even group. Then there 
exists a tournament 7 w;th A (~7) ~_ G a~rd E(9") ..~_ L. 
l~ooi. The theorem will be proved by the followin~ triple-tot~rnament 
constru~:tio;r~ which allows us to use the results of Propositior s t ~ and 
12 shnultaneously. 
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Let cS, 9" be tournaments. Define the tournamcnt cJ • 29' on the set 
Sw GITX {0, 1}) by the following :set of arrows: 
s ~J t' u [(y, (x, 0)): y ~i! S. x ~ T} u {(0:, i), y):: x ~ T, y ~ S}, 
where t' denotes !:he :.:et of arrows of 2 9". 
Now choose two tournaments d and 9, with the following properties: 
E(~} :~ L, A(cl} = { Is}, A(9")-.., A(29") ~ G, and 29' are simple, and 
tSt < i I"t. Then Ettlcl • 29")~/~(et) .-, L, since there is no non, trivial con- 
~uence class of d; .  29" which meets T X {0, 1}. 
Since 
d- (x ,  e5 • 29"} < d-  (y, d • 29") 
for every x ~ T × {0} and every y ~ T × [0}, we have 
A(6 :~ 27} ~ A(2g)  ~.. G.  
This completes th,." proof. 
R~k.  Using a ~imple induction argument one can prove: 
[.emma 1 I. Let 9" be a tournament. Then there is a simple tournament 
whicli contains 7 as a subtournament. 
Henc~ wit;h respect o the automorphisms and congruences there are 
glob~dly no '"forbidden parts". 
' l lmc~ 4'. Given an admdssi.~le attice L, ~n odd group G, and a tour- 
nam ~r,~t 9", tkere is a tournament d such that 
9"< c~, E (d)~,L  and A(d)~-G.  
5. Applicaticms 
5.1. Universal algebras 
An n-ary operation o~ which satisfies 6o(x 1 . . . . .  Xn ) ~ {x I, ..., ~:n } is 
c~led a quasitrivial algebra. Hence take tournaments are precisely the 
~nary commutative quasitriviai algebras. Of course:, they do not form a 
p f imi~e class (variety). The question may be raised concerning the 
~at les t  primitive c|ass Tof  aigebras containing all finite llournaments. 
~s  i~ obviously the same as asking for all equations which tournaments 
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satis~,. T clearly satisfies the equations x.  x = x, x .  y = y.  x. 
x. (x. y)  = x .y  and the equations derived from them Ill can easily be 
proved that there are no other equations involving two varia~:~les only. 
However, we have found an infinite number of independent equations 
which T satisfies. Put 
A l,k = (-" ((XlX2)x3) ...)xk , 
A.,k = (... ( (A . _ l , k )x l ) . . . )xk ,  n~2.  
Then the equation An:+n,k = An, k is satisfied by all tournaments with 
~; n vertices for every k ;~ 1 (this follows from the periodicRy of the se- 
quence A l,~, A2,1, ..)- Onecan easily find an example of a tournament 
~th  more than n vertices which does not satisfy an equati,~n 
An!+r,,t: = An. k for a suitable k (e.g., k = 2n; + 1). Thus T is nol gen- 
erated t~y the tournaments with < n vertices. 
On the other hand, the equations An!+n,n = Amn, n ) 1, are ~iatisfied 
by every finite tournament. It can be proved easily that thiis set contains 
an infinite independent ,,;ysten~ of equations. The following question is 
unsolved" Can T be defined by a finite set of equations? 
5. 2. Forcing o f  endomorphisms and autornorphisms b)degrees  
Let d be a degree sequence of a tournament. Denote by [d] the set of 
:dl tournaments with the degree sequence d. We say that a property P is 
figrced by d if 9' has P ftJr every cy ~ [,'11. Theorem 1 (Section 2) may 
,tilen be stated in the following way: there is no endomorphisrn except 
¢,~nstants and autornorphisms which r aay be forced by a strong degree 
~equence. We proce,~d to give a fuli? discussion of the question of fi~rcing 
of au ::omorphisms and endomorphisms by degrees. The characterizations 
axe quite simple. 
First we show which non=identity automorphisms can bre forced by a 
gegree sequence (recall the trivial fact that a homogeneous tournament 
has a constant degree sequence). 
Theorem 1'. Let cy =.. (T, t) :~e a tournament. Exactly one o f  the fol low- 
ing cases must o,~.cu~'. • 
( 1 ) There exists a tou,.'nament d such that A (el) = {id }, ~rnd "Y and c5 
are degree-eql:ivalet~rt. 
(2) 9' is the homogeneous tournament with 5 vertices. 
(3) cy is the homoget; ou :  tournament with 3 vertices. 
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{4) ~7'is not strong, and at iea.l~:t one o f  the componems in the o'cle 
decomposition o f  if'satisfies eiti!er (2)or  (3). 
Corollary. The only groups which may be forced by a degree sequence 
~e the ~dentity and finite direct sums o f  cyclic groups o f  erder 3 or 5. 
Outline.. of the proof. We prove (1) by induction oflTi = n Clea ly (2), 
(3), (4)give the complete solution of the case ITI < 5. 
Let n > 5. If 5 r ~ a homogeneous tournament, hen ( l ) holds. If 9" is 
not strong and (4) does not hold, one. can use the induction hypothesis 
for ever'¢ cycle components of cr. Let 3 be strong. !Let T = U/k-_i A i be a 
disjoint anion such that d- (x ,  c),) ~ d - (y ,  ~r) for any x ~ A i, y E Ai, 
i ~: ,/. Wt. can: then ~.pply the induction hypothesis to 9"[A i (as if" is strong, 
we can assume that  rlA i is not a homogeneous tournament even when 
tA~ = 3, 5L 
~us Theorems i and i' ~,o.lve the question of forcing of a non-trivial 
~tomorphism and endomorphism. (The question of forcing of endo- 
morph~ms by a non-strong deg~'ee s quence is not interesting because it
a ~an~uence  of Theorem 1.) 
We say that a degree sequence d is forcibly identi:!cal (F|) if 
A(q') = (id} for every- '-7 ~ [d]. Similarly, d is called forcibly simple (FS) 
if 7 is a simple tournament for every ~ e [d]. We then have 
~-T'neor¢m,. The following two statements are eqmvalent: 
( I ) d i:' an Fl-degrec sequence; 
(2) no three elements o f  d are equal. 
F~The~. .  The following two statements are equivalent: 
( I ) d is an FS-degree sequence; 
(2) d ~ {(0), (0, 1), (1, 1, 1), (2, 2, 2, 2, 2), (3, 3, 3, 3, 3, 3, 3)}. 
In fa,:L the two theorems are related to each other, permitting us to 
give a proof from which both statemenlls will follow at the same time. 
Proo£ Obviou~y, (2):* (II.)in both theorems. The proof that (1)~ (2) 
w~! ~ split into three parts. "l~htroughout file proof let d = (d I .... , d n ), 
n > 2, be a fixed degree sequence written in non-decreasing order. 
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(I) There exists an i < n such .,hat 
di + l = di + 1 or ,:t~ _ l = di = d~ + 1. 
This is clear since 
k, 
2- 2 .  i > (2~+1) for every k. 
i=0 
(11) Suppose  that d i + 1 = di + 1 for some t < n. Then there exists a tour- 
nament  9' = ({ 1, ..., n}, t) E [d] such that d- ( i .  9") = d i and ~: congruence 
r4 e E(9") wi th  r/[i] = {i, i+ 1}. 
Proof. Let o3 = ({ 1, .... , n ) , s )  be a tournament  with d-( i ,  cg) = d i, i = 1 ... n. 
We can write 
where 
{ l ,  ..., n} - {L i + l ]  = V, JPuAuS,  
V = (x: {(x, i), (x, t+ I )} c s}, P = {x: {(i, r ) ,  (i 4-1,x)} c s}, 
A = {x: ((i, x ) ,  (x, i + I )} c s}, S = {x: {(x, i), (i 4 - l ,x )}  c s}. 
Clearly, IAI = ISI. Let f :A  -, S be, one-one. Put A = ~a~ ... . .  a k ). 
Suppose  first that (i + 1 , i )~  s. Def ine 
g(aj)  = i if  (a/, f (a i ) )  E s, j ~ k,  
g(a 1 )= i+1 i f ( f (a j ) ,a / )Es ,  j<k .  
Then (a, f (a ) ,g (a ) )  is a 3-cycle in ci for every a ~ A, and, moleover,  
a #~ a' implies that (a, f (a ) ,g (a ) )  and (a', f (a ' ) ,g (a ' ) )  are arrow-ditstinct 
3-cycles. Now it is easy to prove that the tournara.~nt 
c.I= (ak, f (ak) ,g(a~))  ... (a2, f (a2) ,g(az) )  (al, f (a l ) ,g (  7] ))c5 
(see the proof  of Theorem 1~ ~atisfies (II). 
Seco~dly, if (i, i + 1 ) e! s, there exists a cycle it. ci containin,~ (i. i + 1), 
and hence we can suppo.~;e (i * 1, i )e  s. 
(I I I) Let  d be a sl"rong degree ~'quence ~ot belc~gittg to 
{(1, 1, It), (2 ,2 ,2 ,2 ,2 ) , (3 ,3 ,3 ,3 ,3 ,3 ,2 , )~ (2, 2, 2,3.,3, 3.;1,3 ~.
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Suppose tha~' di_ l = di = di .1 ],i~r some ,i < n. Then there exists a tour- 
nament 9' = ({ 1, ..., n}. t) such ~']~at d-  (t'. 7)  -: 3i, 1 < ] < n, and a con- 
gruence vlE E(~7) with r/[i] = {i - l , i , i  + 1}. 
~oof .  Let d = ({1, ..., n},s] be a tournament with d- (L  d )= eli. We 
can assume that {(L i + I), (i + l~,.i - 1), ,(i - 1,i)} c s. We can then write 
where 
{l , . . . ,n} -{ i  - 1,i , i+ I ]=A u Bu  PouP IuP~ u lot.: VIL.I I:2, 
A = {x" {(.x, i), (x, i - l ), (x, i + 1 )} c s}, 
B = (x: {(i, x), ( i -  1, ~), (i + l ,x )}  c s}, 
P0 = {x: {(x, i - 1), (.i, x), (i + l ,x)} c s} ; 
PI - {x: { ( i -  1,x), (.1:, i), (i + l ,x)} C s}; 
P2 = (x: {(,; -- 1, :,:), (i. x), (x. i + 1)} c s}; 
V 0 = {x: {(i - !, ,c), (:c, i), (x, i + 1)} c s} ; 
V 1 = {x: {(x, i - 1), (,~. x), (x, i + 1)} c s} ; 
V2= {x: {(x , i -  l ) , (x . i ) , ( i+  l ,x)} C s}. 
Clearly it suffices to prove that 
2 
m(d)  = ~ IPil + IV,f~ = 0. 
i "0  
Let us suppose that ,3 has the property that m(,-i) > 0 is minimal among 
al| tottmaments with d-Ci. d') - d/ ( th is  does not contradict tile assump- 
tiort that (i - 1, i, i + 1), is a 3-cycle). From the minimality we have: 
( I ) (x, y)  ~ s for every x ~ i:~., y E V i, i = 0, 1, 2; 
(2) there exists exactly one k such that V k ~ ~ and Pk ~ O. 
Assume for example, V (~ ¢ IlL P0 # 0- Then obviously P0 = V0. Suppose 
[Vo~ :~ 2, and let x ~ Po, Y :- V0~ Then (i, x, y) is a 3-cycle, and ti~e tour.- 
r~ament 6' = (L x, y )6  does no! s, atisfy (2), and consequently m(6)  is not 
minimal. Hence [Vol = IPoi - i. Put V0.,~ {v}, P0 = {P}. Consider the 
tc~umament ,-3[ { l, _., n } -.-(i .... 1,i.,+l}"- 6.  d does not contain a cycle con- 
~z~ing p and v, for otherwise ,:'has hlg of a triangle in d would yield a 
tou:rrtament d' which violates Ii ! ). ~tad hence m(c~) would be not minimal. 
We distinguish two cases. 
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(a) There are vertices x, y of ~ such that {(v, x), (o, y), (x, y)} c: s. But 
then we ,'nay assurae y ~/1 (-3 being a stroag tou~ament), and we may 
consider the tournalner~t (y, i.p)(o, y, i -- l)ei instead of e5 ~nd we get 
a cycle in 6. 
(b) The, re are vertices x, y of ~ such that ((y, x), (y, p), (x, p)} c s. 
This case can be handled s~milarly as (a). 
Further it is clear that we must have either (a) or (b) whenever n ;~ 8. 
Thus let 5 < n < 7, anti suppo,;e that neither (a) nor (b) holds. Then the 
only possibilities for d are the sequences ( 2, 2, 2, 2, 2), (2, 2, 2, 3,3, 3), 
(3,3,3,3,3,3,3). This proves (111)and the FI-Theorem. The FS-Theorem 
follows by proving that (3~3,3,.3,3,3,3) is a f~rcibly simple degree :se- 
quence, rhis is easy to check. 
Remark on matrices. T~urnaments are precisely those 0, l-matrices which 
are antisymmetric: ~q ~ 0~ atl = 1, aii= 1. Every non-trivial homomor- 
phism represents a deeanaposition f a matrix into blocks. The FS-'l'heo- 
rein asserts that with precisely four excep.ions for any antisymmetfic 
0, l-matrix (ai, l~i,;.. 1 there exists an antisymmetric 0, l-matrix (bij)ini-1 
such that 
(1) X i ai, i = ~q b~,,~; 
(2) (bi,/) can be decomposed into at least 2 blocks. 
Remark on undirected Rraphs. It follows easily fre~ the algorithm on 
degree sequences of (uttdirected) graphs (see [4 ]', ) that there are no non- 
trivial degree sequerlces of graphs which force tim identity. ]['his aspect 
of forcing being simpler for ordinary graphs than for tournaments it 
seems a very difficult qtaestion to characterize the degree sequences o f  
asymmetric graphs, fin [ 4] the,,~e graphs are called identity graphs.) 
5. 3. Representation of  rno~mids 
Consider the moaoid H(V') of 'all endomorphisms of a tou~rnament. 
The fact that a givel,a lg~tract monoid M is isomorphic to H('7) (i.e., 
that M has a representation) is very closely related to the reai!ization of 
a certain permutation rnonoid. Put 
C = {a ~ M" ab -'- a for every b E M ). 
Let (M, {L a • a ~ M)) be tlae regular epresentation f M by ~eft trans- 
lations. Obviously, La(C) c C for e,ery a ~ M. Consider the permuta- 
tion monoid (6, {L~: a ~ ]~}), ~,here Lc is the restriction c, fL~ to C 
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It is c!lear that t t (7)  ~ M if and oJdy if H(3") = (C {L~7" a E M}). Thus 
it seems to be a hard question ~:) characterize those monoids which can 
be rel)resented as monoids of e~Ldomorphisms of a certain tournament. 
Nevestheless, one can say too:re about the structure of representable 
moneids. Let H ' (7 )  = H(9") .... !7. Consider any maximal group G con- 
rained in H'(7) .  Such a group ir~:, generated by an idempotent element 
f fo  f=  f. On the o&er  hand, .,"i; 1is isomorphic to the group of all auto- 
morp fisms of the tournament: c,n :the set f(T). Thus we have a necessary 
condition: every maxtmal grou:~ in M - C is an ever. group. 
5. 4. 1he manber of  simple aeJd r¢!4 tournaments 
Let T(n) {S{n). respectively~ ,l,,,tvte'"-" ~ the number of all non-isomorphic 
tournaments ( imple tourname~at,, respectively) g4th n vertices. The fol- 
lowing it true" 
Theorem 5. 
S(n)  
li;a - 1 
, , - - .  r (n )  " 
Proef. We have according to the simple decomposition" 
n-1  n -1  
T(n) -S (n)< ~ S(k jT ( .~-k+l )~ 
k =2 .re=2 
T(k ) T(n -k  + 1). 
We e':nploy the following incqualiity which holds for every k, 2 < k ~ n .... 1, 
2,~,2(n-~ *1) 
k!(n--k+l)---( ~ (i,,z -- 1) ! 
~r:cl tl~e bounds 
n~ < T(n)< 
. n )  
which follows from [81. Then 
T(n} - Sen)< .~n! n z;1,<_.., 2(~) 2(n-21+l)2(k/2)2(n_k+l)/2 
T(n) 2(~) ~:=2 k !(n ..... k + 1)! 
n3 
2{n- 3 i)/ 
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This proves the statement. Hence ;dmost all tournaments are simple ir- 
reducible. 
Let A(n) be the number of all non-isomorphic tournaments 9'with n 
vertices and A(9") = { 1 r )  (i.eo, asymmetric tournaments, ee [ 31). Let 
R(n) be the number of all non-isomorphic rigid tournaments with n 
vertices. 
Then we have again: 
Theorem 6.  
A(n) lira - 1 
n .... * T (n )  ' 
R(n) 
lira - 1. 
,,.-.. T(n) 
We have avalogously a~ above 
tl 
T(n)  - A(n) < 
• k -3  
k odd 
2(k-I)/ 'Z(n-k) T (n -k )  < 2 n/2 T (n -3) (n -3 ) .  
Using the bounds for T(n) from [81, we get lim,,_+o~ (T(n)-A(n)) /T(n)  =O. 
The second part of the statement follows from the fact that 
T(n) - R(n) < T(n) + (A(n) + Sin)). 
Hence  a lmost  'all tournaments  are rigid. 
The number S(n) grows rapidly. Table 1 gives the first few values of 
S(n). The values S(n) were computed using a method involving three re- 
cursive formulas. This will be discussed in a separate paper. 
Table 1 
n S(n) T(n) R(n) 
1 1 1 1 
2 1 1 1 
3 1 2 0 
4 0 4 0 
5 3 12 2 
6 15 56 13 
7 203 456 199 
8 3785 6880 3773 
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